• Adaptation to the local edge slopes
Introduction Introduction
Purpose -Sharpening the blurred image taken by a conventional digital camera or scanner with normal sensor noise
Properties of classical sharpening models • Insensitivity for uniform area
Review of Image sharpening models Review of Image sharpening models
where : a positive scaling factor : a blurred input image • Nonseparable cubic (NSC-USM)
• SNSC-USM -Average of the SC-USM and the NSC-USM YIQ to RGB transform matrix • The weights of the GD filters should be equivalent to the local integral of continuous GD functions in between discrete lattice points.
• The sum of GD filter weights is to be equal to zero so as not to respond to flat signals. • Matrix of square 
where is the original Fourier spectra is the sharpened Fourier spectra is the human visual function 
Sharpening for color image Sharpening for color image
Procedure from a RGB image to YIQ image -Obtaining a gamma-corrected camera image -Transforming RGB into a linear sRGB and operated on an RGB-to-YIQ linear matrix Comparison of color sharpened images 
